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Abstract
We present Biblet, a set of BibTEX bibliography styles (bst) which generate
XHTML from BibTEX databases. Unlike other BibTEX to XML/HTML converters, Biblet is written entirely in the native BibTEX style language and therefore
works “out of the box” on any system that runs BibTEX. Features include automatic conversion of LATEX symbols to HTML or Unicode entities; customizable
graphical hyperlinks to PostScript, PDF, DVI, LATEX, and HTML resources; support for nonstandard but common fields such as day, isbn, and abstract; hideable text blocks; and output of the original BibTEX entry for sharing citations.
Biblet’s highly structured XHTML output means that bibliography appearance
to can be drastically altered simply by specifying a Cascading Style Sheet (CSS),
or easily postprocessed with third-party XML, HTML, or text processing tools.
We compare and contrast Biblet to other common converters, describe basic
usage of Biblet, give examples of how to produce custom-formatted bibliographies,
and provide a basic overview of the implementation details for those wishing to
modify the style files.
Introduction
In today’s world of ubiquitous Internet access, it
is becoming increasingly expected that every researcher, graduate student, professor, and other academic have a personal web page listing one’s contact information, qualifications, teaching schedule,
ongoing and completed research projects, and publications. Normally such pages are maintained by
the academic himself, and thanks to the extensive
formatting capabilities of HTML [65], XHTML [81],
and CSS [8, 47], authors can easily give their home
pages a unique personal style.
Despite these tools, creating and maintaining
an online list of publications has traditionally been
a troublesome process. Authors must manually enter their bibliography data using the appropriate
HTML1 and CSS markup to ensure that the list’s
formatting matches the rest of the website. Since
many authors already maintain a database of their
publications in a format like BibTEX [57], this approach entails maintaining two separate bibliographies which can easily get out of sync.
1 Hereinafter, unless otherwise noted, we use the term
‘HTML’ to refer to HTML and XHTML collectively.

Furthermore, if the author at some point decides to change the style in which the bibliography
is displayed, CSS can help only so much. By altering
the list’s style sheet, one can change the style of book
titles from italicized to bold, or suppress the display
of abstracts and annotations. However, CSS cannot
make changes such as abbreviating author or journal names, switching the order of volume and issue
numbers, or changing the sort order of publications
from author to year. To make such changes, the author must tediously edit the individual list entries
in the HTML file.
One solution to these problems is to use some
tool to automatically convert the author’s existing BibTEX database to HTML, possibly employing some intermediate format such as LATEX [44] or
XML [9]. Then only one publication database need
be maintained; the author can rerun the conversion
whenever the BibTEX database is updated or whenever he wishes to effect a fundamental change in
formatting, such as sort order.
In this paper, we present Biblet, one such tool
for converting BibTEX databases to HTML web
pages. We compare and contrast its features and
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capabilities to those of similar software, and discuss
its limitations and the limitations of the underlying
BibTEX format.
Background
Using BibTEX BibTEX [56–58] is a bibliography
program originally designed to work with Leslie
Lamport’s LATEX [44] document preparation system.
To use it, the author creates a database of publications he wants to reference in a BibTEX database
file with the filename extension .bib. The contents
of this file are a series of records in a format similar
to the following:
@ARTICLE{m05toc,
author = {Tristan Miller},
title
= {The Tyranny of Copyright},
journal = {Imagine},
year
= {2005},
month
= may,
volume = {4},
number = {1},
pages
= {1,8-11},
issn
= {1710-5994},
}

The @ARTICLE token specifies the type of publication, which in turn determines the available fields.
Other common publication types include @MANUAL,
@PROCEEDINGS, and @BOOK. The text m05toc is the
database key used to refer to the publication in
LATEX citation commands and elsewhere in the bib
database. The remainder of the record consists of
a comma-delimited list of field-value pairs, where
the values can be either predefined macros (such as
may in the above example) or strings delimited with
curly braces or quotation marks.
To use a BibTEX database called imagine.bib
with a LATEX document foo.tex, the author must
write the following commands at the place in the
document where the bibliography2 is to appear:
\bibliographystyle{modern}
\bibliography{imagine}

The first command tells the system how to format
the bibliography and the second command tells it
which database to use. To cite documents from the
database, the LATEX \cite command is used:
... in my article~\cite{m05toc} ...

Note that the argument to \cite is the database
key of the publication to be referenced. LATEX might
typeset the above example as follows:
. . . in my article [1] . . .
2 In this article we use the terms “bibliography” and “reference list” interchangeably.
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At the end of the document in a separate section, the
full bibliographic details of every publication cited
appear, possibly as follows:
[1] Tristan Miller. The tyranny of copyright. Imagine, 4(1):1,8–11, May 2005.
ISSN 1710-5994.
The exact formatting of this reference list depends
on the argument to \bibliographystyle.
In order to properly typeset the citations and
references, the author must invoke the LATEX and
BibTEX programs a number of times. Exactly what
goes on behind the scenes is illustrated in Figure 1.
(In this diagram, files furnished by the user are indicated by light rounded boxes, while computergenerated files are indicated by dark rounded boxes.)
First, LATEX is run on the LATEX document foo.tex,
which produces an incomplete typeset version of
the document, foo.dvi, and an auxiliary data file,
foo.aux. This auxiliary file contains information for
use by BibTEX — namely, the bibliography style, the
bibliography database filename, and which publications from said database to include in the reference
list. The contents of the aux file in our example
might look as follows:
\relax
\citation{m05toc}
\bibstyle{modern}
\bibdata{imagine}

Next, BibTEX is invoked on foo.aux. Seeing
the \bibstyle and \bibdate commands, BibTEX
searches for and opens the files imagine.bib and
modern.bst. The bst file is actually a program
which specifies how to convert a BibTEX bibliography — in this case, imagine.bib — into LATEX code.
BibTEX scans imagine.bib until it encounters the
m05toc entry, applies to it the transformation rules
specified in modern.bst, and writes the output in
a new file named foo.bbl. This bbl file contains
LATEX code which, depending on the bibliography
style, may contain something like the following:
\begin{thebibliography}{1}
\bibitem{m05toc}
Tristan Miller.
\newblock The tyranny of copyright.
\newblock {\em Imagine}, 4(1):1,8--11,
May 2005.
\newblock ISSN 1710-5994.
\end{thebibliography}

When LATEX is next run on foo.tex, it inserts the
contents of foo.bbl at the exact position where the
\bibliography command occurs, producing a new
version of foo.dvi which includes the list of references. Typically, LATEX must be run once more to resolve references, the \bibitem and \cite commands
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Figure 1: BibTEX workflow
being analogous to the \label and \ref commands
used to create other types of cross-references [44,
§4.2]. The resulting DVI file is the final typeset version of the document; it can then be converted to a
ps file for printing on a PostScript printer, or to a
PDF for distribution on the Internet.
Previous work Because BibTEX outputs LATEX
command sequences, authors wishing to create an
online list of publications typically have three options. The simplest but least convenient to the
casual web page visitor is to simply post the bib
database itself on one’s website, either by linking to
the file directly or by embedding it as preformatted
text in an HTML page. The former case can cause
problems for some web browsers which correctly recognize the database as a file with the MIME media
type text/x-bibtex [20, 21] but do not know how
to display it for the user. The second case is guaranteed to allow users to view the database from within
their web browsers, albeit only in the crude original
format.
The second option is to create a skeleton LATEX
document citing the desired publications, run a
LATEX-to-HTML converter on it, and then extract
the resulting bibliography for use on another web
page. Programs implementing this approach include
Nikos Drakos and Ross Moore’s LATEX2HTML [16,
24, 26], Eitan Gurari’s TEX4ht [25, 31, 59], Luc
Maranget’s HEVEA [50, 51, 77], and over a dozen

lesser-known applications [2, 7, 10–12, 22, 28, 36,
53–55, 62, 69–73, 79, 80, 86]. These programs have
the advantage that any existing BibTEX bibliography style can be used.
The third option is to use a program which directly converts the BibTEX database to HTML (or
to XML, which is easy to convert to HTML). While
there are several such utilities available [4, 17, 23,
27, 29, 32, 33, 35, 42, 43, 48, 60, 61, 66, 68, 74, 75,
82, 85], none of them seems to be as well-known or
widely used as their LATEX-to-HTML counterparts.
Indeed, most of them have no presence on CTAN
and some of them even share the same name.
There are a number of criteria to consider when
evaluating software implementing these latter two
approaches:
License Many people expect their software to be
free in the sense that they may freely modify and redistribute the program for any purpose [76]. The ability to modify the program
necessarily implies that human-readable source
code is provided. Most of the software cited
above is available under a permissive license
such as the GNU General Public License [19] or
the LATEX Project Public License (LPPL) [45],
though some packages impose restrictions on
commercial use or redistribution, and others
have restrictive proprietary licenses and do not
include source code.
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Portability Part of BibTEX’s popularity springs
from its availability on a wide variety of computing platforms. To be useful for BibTEX
users as a whole, any conversion tool should
be available for a large subset of these platforms and should be installable with minimal effort. Most existing converters are implemented
in widely available scripting languages such
as Awk [67], Perl [83], or Python [49], or in
portable compiled languages such as C [39].
Some, like bibtex2html [17], are implemented
in relatively esoteric languages for which compilers are not widely available.
Standards compliance In order to be displayed
and indexed properly and consistently by all
web browsers and other Internet applications,
the HTML output by a converter should conform to the official W3C hypertext standards [5,
63–65, 81]. The HTML produced by some converters is not syntactically valid, or conforms to
an obsolete standard.
Symbols BibTEX bibliographies often use some
LATEX markup for special characters such as
accented letters and typographical symbols.
A good converter should transform these into
their Unicode/ISO 10646 [41, 78] or HTML [65,
§24] equivalents. Unfortunately, even the most
common and actively maintained converters often fail spectacularly in this regard, particularly
with regard to basic punctuation such as quotation marks and dashes.
Math Handling embedded math mode is a problem, since HTML and Unicode alone are not sufficient to display most mathematical constructs.
Some converters transform LATEX math markup
into MathML [3], though the latter is not yet
widely supported by web browsers. Most (perhaps forgivably) ignore this problem and simply output the original LATEX code, though others resort to questionable solutions such as producing bitmap images (which do not scale with
the surrounding text) or using deprecated, nonportable hacks [18].
Custom LATEX macros Some bibliographies use
custom LATEX macros, defined in the BibTEX
@PREAMBLE or in a separate LATEX document.
The wisdom of employing such macros is questionable, though in some cases they are the only
way to get around BibTEX’s inherent limitations.3 Unfortunately, LATEX is notoriously difficult to parse by anything except LATEX itself,
3

An example of this is the oft-used \noopsort kludge to
force proper sorting of non-English names [57, pp. 4–5].
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so most converters offer no or partial solutions
to this problem.
Hyperlinks The principal advantage of HTML is
that it allows the inclusion of links to other documents. In the case of online bibliographies, it
would be useful if each entry included a link
to the document itself (for example, as a PostScript or PDF file) where available. Some converters cooperate with packages such as url and
hyperref, or with bibliography styles such as
natbib which support url, ps, and pdf fields.
Others simply have no support for hyperlinks.
Anchors HTML also allows links to certain points,
called anchors, within documents. Since users
may wish to link to individual entries in their
publication list from other web pages, it would
be useful if the converter would associate a
unique anchor with each bibliography entry.
Few existing converters implement this feature.
Styling Perhaps most importantly, the converter’s
output should be adjustable by the user. The
converter should allow at least as much variation in reference formatting as BibTEX itself,
but should ideally output its HTML in such a
way that the appearance can be further customized via CSS. In this manner the online bibliography can be made an integral part of the
author’s web page rather than a generic-looking
computer-generated list.
Introducing Biblet
Though the existing converters we examined typically excelled in some of the above-mentioned criteria, none of them provided good support across
the board. This lack of a combination of good features in existing software was the primary impetus
for the development of a new tool, Biblet.4 Biblet
sports the following features:
• It is freely available and redistributable under
the terms of the LPPL.
• It outputs valid XHTML 1.0, making its pages
viewable by any conforming web browser and
facilitating postprocessing by XML applications.
• It makes use of an extensive LATEX-to-Unicode
translation table, ensuring proper display of
most typographical symbols.
• It has extensive support for internal anchors
and external hyperlinks.
• Virtually every element of a bibliography entry
is encapsulated in its own named HTML tag,
allowing for extensive styling with CSS.
4 According to the Oxford English Dictionary, “biblet” is
an archaic word of uncertain origin and meaning, though it
is thought to refer to a small library.
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Figure 2: Biblet workflow
<!❉❖❈❚❨P❊ ❤t♠❧ PUBLIC '-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Strict//EN'
'http://www.w3.org/❚❘/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-strict.dtd'>
<❤t♠❧ ①♠❧♥s='http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml' xml:❧❛♥❣='en' ❧❛♥❣='en'>
<❤❡❛❞><t✐t❧❡>My publications</t✐t❧❡></❤❡❛❞>
<❜♦❞②>
<❤✶>My publications</❤✶>
<❞✐✈ ❝❧❛ss='bib-bibliography'>
<❤✷ ❝❧❛ss='bib-year' ✐❞='year-2005'>2005</❤✷>
<✉❧>
<❧✐ ❝❧❛ss='bib-bibitem' ✐❞='❝✐t❡-m05toc'>
<❞✐✈ ❝❧❛ss='bib-article'>
< ♣>
<s♣❛♥ ❝❧❛ss='bib-author'>Tristan Miller.</s♣❛♥>
<s♣❛♥ ❝❧❛ss='bib-t✐t❧❡'>The tyranny of copyright.</s♣❛♥>
<❡♠>Imagine</❡♠>, 4(1):1,8&ndash;11, May 2005.
ISSN 1710-5994.
</♣>
...
</❤t♠❧>

Listing 1: Sample output of Biblet (abridged)

Significantly, Biblet is written entirely in the BibTEX
stack language [56], making it portable to any system that can run BibTEX itself. It is, in effect,
simply another bibliography style (bst) file, just
like the standard plain, abbrv, and alpha styles.
The difference is that while the latter output LATEX
code, the Biblet produces HTML.
The basic Biblet workflow is illustrated in Figure 2. Note that, unlike in the regular BibTEX workflow of Figure 1, there is no tex file as input; rather,
the user creates the aux file directly. In this file,
the user issues a \citation{hkey i} command for
each bibliography item, or \citation{*} to include
all items. This is followed by a \bibstyle command indicating which Biblet bst style to use and a
\bibdata command indicating which bib database

to process. A sample aux file for use with Biblet
might look as follows:
\citation{m05toc}
\bibstyle{blplain}
\bibdata{imagine}

The user runs BibTEX on this aux file as usual. The
resulting bbl file, however, is actually an HTML document. It can be renamed and opened in any web
browser or HTML editor.
Listing 1 shows the abridged contents of the bbl
file produced in the above example, and Figure 3
shows how this file appears when opened in a web
browser.
Sprucing things up The reader will note from
Listing 1 that Biblet has enclosed most of the important parts of the bibliography in their own HTML
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Figure 3: Biblet output as viewed by the Mozilla
web browser

Figure 4: Biblet output with CSS styling

elements. This makes it easy to alter the appearance of the list by applying CSS styles. For example,
say we wish all entries of type @ARTICLE to be displayed with a pink background, author names to be
printed in bold type, journal names to be underlined
instead of italicized, and article titles to be enclosed
in quotation marks. Rather than manually editing
the HTML file produced by Biblet, or even the bst
file which generates the HTML, we simply write a
file mystyle.css as follows:

DVI, HTML, (LA)TEX, and plain-text versions of the

.bib-article {
background-color: pink;
}
.bib-author {
font-weight: bold;
}
.bib-article em {
font-style: normal;
text-decoration: underline;
}
.bib-title:before {
content: "\201C";
}
.bib-title:after {
content: "\201D";
}

(In this example, 201C and 201D are the hexadecimal values for left and right double quotation marks
in Unicode.) To apply this style to our HTML file,
we insert the following line into the <head> element:
<link href='mystyle.css' type='text/css'
rel='stylesheet' />

When the browser view is refreshed, the new formatting styles take effect, as shown in Figure 4.
Because Biblet is aimed at producing online
document catalogues, it recognizes a number of special fields in bib databases. Among these are ps,
pdf, dvi, html, tex, and txt, whose values contain
URLs [6] referencing respectively PostScript, PDF,
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publication. Biblet converts these fields to textual
or graphical hyperlinks within the bibliography entry. Other common fields such as abstract, isbn,
and issn are also supported.
It is also possible for a Biblet bst style to output arbitrary HTML at the beginning and end of a
bibliography, as well as within and in between entries. In fact, the default bst files distributed with
Biblet produce far more extensive HTML than is actually shown in Listing 1. For example, styles which
provide icon hyperlinks to online versions of the document will typically include a legend explaining the
purpose of each icon. Other styles allow the option
of outputting the original bib entry for researchers
to copy and paste into their own BibTEX bibliographies, plus JavaScript [37] code allowing the user
to toggle the display of the BibTEX entry and/or
abstracts.
Biblet comes with several predefined CSS styles
and icon sets for use with the publication lists it
generates. Figure 5 gives a sampling of the available
styles; note also the formatting of legends, abstracts,
hyperlinks, original BibTEX data, and toggles.
Implementation
As mentioned previously, Biblet is implemented as
a BibTEX style (bst) in the nameless BibTEX stack
language. The idea for this approach came through
the observation that the bst styles were solely responsible for the producing the content of the bbl
files; that is, the BibTEX program itself did not write
anything to these files unless directly instructed to
do so by the bst style. The initial steps in the development of Biblet therefore involved going through
Patashnik’s original plain.bst style and replacing
all the LATEX markup it outputted with analogous
HTML markup. Thus, {\em ...} was changed to
<em>...</em>, the thebibliography environment
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Figure 5: A gallery of four Biblet bibliographies: (a) uses the “Traditional” style with the “Nuvola” icon
set; (b) uses the “Boxy” style with the “Noia Warm” icon set; (c) uses the “Fruity Typewriter” style with
the “Slick” icon set; and (d) uses the “Amethyst” style with the “Nuvola” icon set. All examples were
typeset with the blplain.bst BibTEX style; only the CSS styles and icon sets were altered.
to <ul>...</ul> tags, and so on.
These simple substitutions resulted in a bbl file
containing the bibliography as an HTML list (<ul>)
which, while not a complete HTML document itself,
could be cut and pasted into an existing web page.
To make the bbl file stand on its own as a web page,
it was necessary to modify the Biblet bst so it outputted some additional HTML markup at the beginning and end of the file. We also added some more
HTML code to the bibliography entries themselves,
wrapping parts of them in various named containers
so that the user could later customize their appearance with CSS.
The next step was to add some custom sorting routines typical of those seen on hand-crafted

author publication lists. Most academics sort their
publications by year or by publication type (book
chapter, article in journal, article in conference proceedings, etc.). Besides the actual sorting code, it
was necessary to output HTML headers marking a
change in the value of a sort key.
Finally, we had to write the code to convert
any LATEX symbols contained in the BibTEX bibliography itself to Unicode or HTML entities. This
was the most difficult and time-consuming of all
the development tasks. The bst language is extremely crude, having been designed principally for
ease of implementation on the computers of 1988;
features that programmers take for granted in modern general-purpose programming languages, such
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Figure 6: XML to bst
<char pos="127">
<entity name="para" set="iso-8879-num">
<desc>=pilcrow (paragraph sign)</desc>
</entity>
<entity name="para" set="html4-lat1">
<desc>pilcrow sign = paragraph sign</desc>
</entity>
<unicode value="00B6">
<desc>PILCROW SIGN</desc>
</unicode>
<latex>
<seq>\P</seq>
<seq req="textcomp">\textparagraph</seq>
<seq req="textcomp">\textpilcrow</seq>
</latex>
<plain value="B6" set="iso-8859-1" glyph="¶"/>
</char>

Figure 7: Sample entry from ent.xml
as function arguments, arrays, local variables, string
manipulation, and dynamic memory allocation are
poorly supported or even completely absent. The
features of Biblet previously discussed were accomplished with relative ease as they made use of the
bst language’s built-in output and sorting routines.
For the symbol conversion task, however, what appeared to be a simple search-and-replace routine
ended up being a programmer’s nightmare.
For one thing, the language’s string operations
are limited to concatenating two strings, returning the first n characters of a string, and returning
the string length, though the latter treats strings
containing special characters idiosyncratically and
cannot be used directly for our purposes. It was
therefore necessary to code our own string-length
(string.length) and find-replace (find.replace)
routines.
Because the bst language also does not support
arrays, it was not possible to simply enter a static
translation table pairing LATEX symbols with HTML
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entities, and then have some loop iterate over the table cells, calling find.replace. Instead, each symbol mapping had to be entered as a separate function
call. This gave rise to another problem: function
definitions are statically limited to 100 tokens. Since
it takes three tokens to do a find-and-replace (one
for the search string, one for the replacement text,
and one for the call to find.replace, a maximum of
33 substitutions can be performed in one function.
Since we needed to make over 500 symbol substitutions, we had to split the code over sixteen separate
functions, and add a seventeenth function whose
purpose was simply to call the others in sequence.
Rather than tediously coding all this by hand,
we wrote a number of support programs to generate
the code. Their operation is illustrated in Figure 6.
For the LATEX-to-HTML mappings we used Vidar
Bronken Gundersen and Rune Mathisen’s comprehensive database [30, 52] which they have kindly
made available for any purpose. The database,
which is distributed as an XML file named ent.xml,
has entries for every SGML character [38, 40], giving data such as its name, Unicode value, and,
where known, LATEX macro(s). A sample entry from
ent.xml is shown in Figure 7. We used an XSL
transformation (XSLT) [13] to convert the information in this database to a sequence of find.replace
calls in a new file, trans.bst. The XSLT will opt
to convert symbols to named HTML entities when
possible; otherwise it will output numbered hexadecimal entities. Here are a few lines from trans.bst:
"\textparagraph" "&para;" find.replace
"\textpilcrow" "&para;" find.replace
"\checkmark" "&#x2713;" find.replace

For a number of reasons, the trans.bst file
output by the XSLT is not directly usable. First,
as mentioned before, it needs to be split up into
functions of no more than 33 lines each. Second,
ent.xml is sometimes a little too pedantic for our
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purposes, including some glyphs (e. g., the ‘fi’ and
‘fl’ ligatures) which we would rather not convert to
HTML entities. It is also missing some other glyphs
and common LATEX macros we would indeed like to
convert — examples include the TEX logo (\TeX) and
the breakable slash (\slash). To remedy these last
two problems we must edit trans.bst by hand; the
first can then be rectified by a short shell script,
trans bst, which wraps consecutive sets of 33 lines
in their own bst function definitions. The output
of this script can then be inserted into a Biblet bst
style.
Unresolved issues Biblet’s approach to building
online publication lists is certainly entirely portable,
though it does have its drawbacks, most of which
stem from the limitations of BibTEX itself.
The first and most apparent problem is Biblet’s
execution speed — using the interpreted bst language to perform extensive string manipulation.
With LATEX-to-HTML symbol conversion enabled,
running Biblet on a bib file with only a few dozen
publications can take several minutes even on a
reasonably fast (1.4 GHz) machine. By sacrificing
portability, this problem could be solved by writing
the symbol conversion routine in an interpreted textprocessing language such as Sed [15] or Perl [83],
or as a compiled lexical analyzer using Lex and
C [39, 46].
A second problem — actually a class of related
problems — is Biblet’s extensibility. The root of this
problem is that there is no way to pass to BibTEX
any information besides the bst and bib files to use.
Thus there is no way to specify the title of the HTML
document produced by Biblet; likewise the user cannot tell Biblet to include a link back to his home
page at the end of the bibliography. To effect such
changes, the user must either edit the HTML output
by Biblet, or edit the bst styles himself — either is
a potentially daunting task for someone not familiar
with HTML or the bst language.
The rigid syntax of bib files also poses a problem for Biblet’s extensibility. While users and style
developers are free to create new publication types
and fields, some applications require an extra level
of specification that BibTEX simply does not support. An example of such an application is found in
Biblet’s hyperlink fields. Our pdf field, for example,
specifies the URL of a PDF file; Biblet might convert
the value of this field into an HTML hyperlink as follows:
<a href="hurl i"
type="application/pdf"
title="htitle i">...</a>

The value of the type attribute, a MIME content
type [20, 21], tells the browser what kind of file to
expect when the user follows the link, in case such
information is not provided by the server hosting the
PDF file. Thus, when processing html and ps fields,
Biblet substitutes the appropriate MIME type — in
this case, text/html or application/postscript.
However, this mapping of fields to MIME types
must be hard-coded in the Biblet bst. Should a
user wish to provide a link to some other kind of file
type — say, a Rich Text File (RTF) — he will have to
edit the bst source. A better solution would be for
BibTEX databases to support paramaterized fields
so that users could specify unusual MIME types for
document links in the bib file itself. For example,
if a user wanted to provide links to an HTML, an
RTF, and a sound recording version of an article, he
could specify the URLs as follows:
@ARTICLE{m05toc,
title = {The Tyranny of Copyright},
...
url[type="text/html"] = {http://...},
url[type="text/rtf"] = {http://...},
url[type="audio/mp4"] = {http://...},
}

There are some extensions to and replacements
for BibTEX which go some way towards solving these
extensibility issues [14, 34, 84], though none of them
are yet popular or stable enough to wholly supplant
BibTEX. Patashnik himself has been planning to
extend the “official” version of BibTEX to allow for
better communication between BibTEX and its environment [58], so it is possible that Biblet’s extensibility problems may one day be solved without having to compromise its portability.
Development status and availability
At the time of this writing, Biblet is under active development, and while the interface is not
yet stable, the program is nevertheless very usable. A preliminary version of Biblet is available for
download at the project’s web page, http://www.
nothingisreal.com/biblet/. Apart from this article, no formal documentation is yet available. By
publication time a beta version of a complete Biblet
package, including several bst and CSS styles and a
user’s guide, may be available on CTAN.
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